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Dear Mr. Secretary:

I am writing to express my strong suport for the Petition for hiemaking filed by the American ;

College of helaar mysicians and the Society of Maclear Medicine. I am a practicing (Ibelear Edicine_
'

technolcaist, at Ibrton Plant lbspital in Clearwater, Florida). I am deeply concerned over the revised .

!

10 TR 35 replations (effective April 1967) governing the undical use of bypro&act unterial as they
-significantly inpact my ability to practice hip-giality thelear Medicine /lbclear hatsacy and are
preventing me fican prwiding optimised care to individial patients.

The 100 should recognize that the M does allow, and often encourages, other clinical use's of
approved drugs, and actively discourages the submission of $ysician-sponsored If0's that describe noe
indications for approved drugs. The package insert was never intended to prohibit physicians frra ,

deviating frca it for other indications; on the contrary, such deviation is necessary for growth in ,

developing new diagnostic and therapeutic proce&sres. In many cases, anufacturers will never y back to
the FDf. to revise a package insert to include a new indication becmane it is not required by the FDA and

-

there is sinply no econcunic incentive to do so.

Currently, the replatory prwisicms in Part 35 (35.100, 35.200, 35.300 and 33.17 (a) (4) do not
allow practices which are legitimate and legal under M regulations and State medicine and pharmacy
lees. These replations therefore inappropristely interfere with the practice of medicine, Wiich
directly contradicts the 150's Medical Policy statament against such interference. ;

Finally, I wcm21d like to point out that hiply restrictive 150 regulations will only jeopardise
public _ health mui safety by: restricting access to appropriate lhelear medicine procedires; exposing
patients to higher radiation absorbed doses from alternative legal, but norr optimal, studies; and

|
exposing hospital persomel to hi@er radiation absorbed doses he===* of w arranted, repetitive

'

! proce&lres. The IEC should not strive to construct proscriptive regulations to cover all aspects of
' medicine, nor should it attespt to regulate radio;hannaceutical usa. Instead, the IEC should rely on the

expertise of N, State Boards of Healthcare Organizations, radiation safety conmittees, institutional
! Q/A review proce&sres, and most inportantly, the professional judgecent of @ysicians and pharmaciste who

have been well-trained to administer and prepare these materials.

Since the 160's primary regulatory focus appears to be based on the tnsubstantiated asseption that

gQ$ miu%istrations, particularly those involving diagnostic radiopharmaceuticals, post a serious threat
the public health and safety I strongly urge the 16C to pursue a ecmprehensive study by a reputable.- to

scientific panel, such as the National Academy of Sciences or the IUP, to assess the radiobiologicala

b effects of misackninistrations frcun Ibclear Medicine diagnostic and therapeutic studies. I firmly believe
that the results of such a study will damnstrate that the }6C's efforts to inpose more and more
stringent regulations are unnecessary and not cost-effective in relation to the extremely Icw health

,
'

g.
risks of these studies,Q

hi In closing, I strongly urge the }40 to adopt the ACNP/SH Petition for Rulamking as expeditiously
as possible.

Sincerely,

i Morton Plant Health Services - r / n '/ pOF-
1240 S. Fort Harrison Ave.
Clearwater, Florida 34616
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